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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

From a website analytics system, you receive data extracts about user interactions such as downloads, link clicks, form
submissions, and video plays. 

The data contains the following columns. 

You need to design a star schema to support analytical queries of the data. The star schema will contain four tables
including a date dimension. 

To which table should you add each column? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: DimEvent 

Box 2: DimChannel 

Box 3: FactEvents Fact tables store observations or events, and can be sales orders, stock balances, exchange rates,
temperatures, etc 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guidance/star-schema 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

You need to build a solution to ensure that users can query specific files in an Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 account
from an Azure Synapse Analytics serverless SQL pool. Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To
answer, 

move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Create an external data source 

You can create external tables in Synapse SQL pools via the following steps: 

CREATE EXTERNAL DATA SOURCE to reference an external Azure storage and specify the credential that should be
used to access the storage. CREATE EXTERNAL FILE FORMAT to describe format of CSV or Parquet files. CREATE 

EXTERNAL TABLE on top of the files placed on the data source with the same file format. 

Step 2: Create an external file format object 

Creating an external file format is a prerequisite for creating an external table. 

Step 3: Create an external table 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure data factory. 
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You need to ensure that pipeline-run data is retained for 120 days. The solution must ensure that you can query the
data by using the Kusto query language. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Create an Azure Storage account that has a lifecycle policy 

To automate common data management tasks, Microsoft created a solution based on Azure Data Factory. The service,
Data Lifecycle Management, makes frequently accessed data available and archives or purges other data according to 

retention policies. Teams across the company use the service to reduce storage costs, improve app performance, and
comply with data retention policies. 

Step 2: Create a Log Analytics workspace that has Data Retention set to 120 days. 

Data Factory stores pipeline-run data for only 45 days. Use Azure Monitor if you want to keep that data for a longer
time. With Monitor, you can route diagnostic logs for analysis to multiple different targets, such as a Storage Account:
Save 

your diagnostic logs to a storage account for auditing or manual inspection. You can use the diagnostic settings to
specify the retention time in days. 

Step 3: From Azure Portal, add a diagnostic setting. 

Step 4: Send the data to a log Analytics workspace, 

Event Hub: A pipeline that transfers events from services to Azure Data Explorer. 

Keeping Azure Data Factory metrics and pipeline-run data. 
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Configure diagnostic settings and workspace. 

Create or add diagnostic settings for your data factory. 

In the portal, go to Monitor. Select Settings > Diagnostic settings. 

Select the data factory for which you want to set a diagnostic setting. 

If no settings exist on the selected data factory, you\\'re prompted to create a setting. Select Turn on diagnostics. 

Give your setting a name, select Send to Log Analytics, and then select a workspace from Log Analytics Workspace. 

Select Save. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/monitor-using-azure-monitor 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You are building an Azure Stream Analytics job to retrieve game data. 

You need to ensure that the job returns the highest scoring record for each five-minute time interval of each game. 

How should you complete the Stream Analytics query? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: TopOne OVER(PARTITION BY Game ORDER BY Score Desc) TopOne returns the top-rank record, where rank
defines the ranking position of the event in the window according to the specified ordering. Ordering/ranking is based
on 

event columns and can be specified in ORDER BY clause. 

Box 2: Hopping(minute,5) 

Hopping window functions hop forward in time by a fixed period. It may be easy to think of them as Tumbling windows
that can overlap and be emitted more often than the window size. Events can belong to more than one Hopping window 

result set. To make a Hopping window the same as a Tumbling window, specify the hop size to be the same as the
window size. 
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QUESTION 5

You are designing a statistical analysis solution that will use custom proprietary Python functions on near real-time data
from Azure Event Hubs. 

You need to recommend which Azure service to use to perform the statistical analysis. The solution must minimize
latency. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Azure Synapse Analytics 

B. Azure Databricks 

C. Azure Stream Analytics 

D. Azure SQL Database 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-hubs/process-data-azure-stream-analytics 
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